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A Message from the President 
Ashley Trippel, CVA-CASP President 2015-2016 

Happy End of the Year, fellow CVA-CASPers! As the current school year comes to a close, I 
cannot help but to reflect on the success of CVA-CASP this year!  I would like to thank each 
and every board member who attended board meetings, sat at check-in tables, sold swag, 
wrote articles, attended trainings, handled CEUs, brainstormed ideas, shopped for food to 
feed our trainees, assisted with set up and break down of our highly popular trainings, dis-
seminated information to other psychologists, and so much more!  As members of CVA-
CASP, you should all know that your board worked hard this year!  I am honored to work 
with such an incredibly determined board.  Each member has a passion for the field and 
takes pride in being a part of the continued work of CVA-CASP.   

This year has been one of highly exceptional trainings.  Your CVA-CASP board worked hard to 
recruit an array of speakers with expertise in a variety of topics.  We hosted Dr. Milton Dehn 
in September at Sunnyside High School.  Multiple SELPAs contributed, including Fresno Uni-
fied, Clovis Unified, Central Unified, Fresno County, Kings County, and Merced County, with 
over 300 registrants, making this the first time in years this many school psychologists came 
together in the Central Valley for a common cause.  Dr. Milton Dehn specializes in providing 
psychologists and educators with resources for and training in assessment and intervention 
for children’s memory and processing problems.  He presented on the Processing Strengths 
& Weaknesses (PSW) model, which is currently a hot topic in our field.  Our November train-
ing was held at the Diagnostic Center and focused on Healing Schools: A workshop on creat-
ing a therapeutic environment for traumatized children.  Kelly Hawkins, Certified Great Be-
havior Breakdown Trainer provided a unique look into the neurological impacts of stress and 
trauma, as well as practical therapeutic strategies that can be implemented with ease in ed-
ucational settings.  Fresno Unified SELPA and the FUSD Climate and Culture Department do-
nated the speaker fee and venue for our April training.  Tricia McKale Skyles of Safe and Civil 
Schools conducted a full day training, with the morning session focused on Responding to 
Misbehavior: Tier 1 & Tier II Interventions for Students with Challenging Behaviors, and the 
afternoon session focused on Using Data Collection to Collaborate with Staff.   

Continued on page 11.  
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CVA-CASP Board 
2015-2016 

Name Position Email 

Ashley Trippel President ashley.trippel@fresnounified.org 

Hillary Reid President Elect hreid@fcoe.org 

Elizabeth (Beth) Echeveste Past President  eecheveste@fcoe.org 

Simon Villalobos Treasurer svillalobos@centralusd.k12.ca.us 

Cy Hiyane Secretary cyhiyane@cusd.com 

Elizabeth Hayashi Newsletter Editor hayarizu@att.net 

Tristan Kuizenga Webmaster tdkuiz@gmail.com 

Laura Moran CSUF Student Rep lmoran1@mail.fresnostate.edu 

Alicia Alvarado National Student Rep aliciaalvarado10@gmail.com 

Lauren Oakley Pacific Student Rep lauroakley101@gmail.com 

Sue Goldman Member at Large suegoldman@cusd.com  

Deeds Gill New Member Recruitment Deeds.Gill@fresnounified.org 

Amy Balmanno Public Relations Chair amybalmanno@yahoo.com 

Karen Pivirotto Merced COE Rep kpivirotto@mcoe.org 

Alexander Merrell Member at Large akmerrell@mail.fresnostate.edu  

Amy Balmano CASP Region III Rep amybalmanno@yahoo.com 

Andrea  Valadez FLUSD Rep avaladez@fldusd.org 

David Weber Clovis Unified Rep DavidWeber@clovisusd.k12.ca.us  

Maya Bettencourt Kings COE Rep mbettencourt@kings.k12.ca.us  

 
If your District is not represented and you 
are interested in joining the CVA-CASP 

Board, let us know!  Email Ashley at:   
ashley.trippel@fresnounified.org 

mailto:ashley.trippel@fresnounified.org
mailto:eecheveste@fcoe.org
mailto:moates@centralusd.k12.ca.us
mailto:suegoldman@cusd.com
mailto:kpivirotto@mcoe.org
mailto:akmerrell@mail.fresnostate.edu
mailto:mbettencourt@kings.k12.ca.us
mailto:ashley.trippel@fresnounified.org
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Meet Our Newest Board Members 

.   

 

Hillary Reid 
President Elect 
 

I am Hillary Reid, 2013 
graduate of the Fresno 
State School Psychology 
Program. I completed my 
practicum in several dis-
tricts in the Central Valley 
and my internship in Cen-
tral Unified School District. 
After graduation, I began 
with Fresno County Office 
of Education and have not 
left! I currently support two K-8 schools and provide Educa-
tionally Related Mental Health Services (ERMHS) to Sierra 
Unified and Firebaugh Las-Deltas Unified. I am so happy to 
have the opportunity to be an Applied Suicide Intervention 
and Skills Training (ASIST) trainer through FCOE and am 
passionate about suicide intervention and mental health. I 
feel so lucky to have such an incredible career and thankful 
for my position with FCOE! I am honored to get to serve as 
your President Elect this year! 
 

In my free time I enjoy running, hiking, and traveling with 

my husband Adam.  

 

 

 

 
 
Cy Hiyane 
Secretary 

Cy Hiyane grew up on the 
island of O’ahu in Aiea, Ha-
waii.  He completed his 
School Psychology graduate 
degree at California State 
University of Fresno in 
2012.  After attaining his 
graduate degree, Cy was 
hired at Clovis Unified 
School District.  He current-
ly serves two comprehensive elementary schools, Clovis 
Elementary and Mountain View Elementary.  At both 
school sites, Cy has been an integral supporter of Response 
To Intervention; training staff in DIBELS, accruing progress 
monitoring data, and evaluating student growth and curric-
ulum implementation.  Additionally, Cy serves on the Posi-
tive Behavior Intervention Systems team at Mountain View 
Elementary which has successfully completed their first 
year of implementation.  His assignment for the 2016 and 
2017 school year will include 3.5 days of service at Moun-
tain View Elementary, 1 day dedicated to support PBIS 
within the school district, and half a day of service to sup-
port district psychologists with Digital Assessment and 
technology.  Cy’s personal interests include cooking, kick-
boxing, playing volleyball, golfing, bowling, and tennis.   

Have a question about school psychology and can’t find the answer?   
Want to consult with other local school psychs?  Check out the latest 

“forum” feature on the CVA-CASP website. 
 

 You can access the CVA-CASP forum by going to our website:   
http://www.freewebs.com/cva-casp 

 
 Post a question and receive feedback from other school psychologists in your area 

  
 The forum is only available to CVA-CASP members 

  
 Not a member?  Fill out the membership application on the next page and send it in! 



Current hot topics in the educational realm include signifi-
cant disproportionality, staff and teacher concerns regard-
ing safety, climate and culture initiatives, restorative justice, 
and the current reform in measurement indicators including 
areas beyond just academics.  Our structures are now mov-
ing towards recognizing the importance of social/emotional 
and behavioral interventions, as they directly correlate with 
academic achievement.   

Although this paradigm shift is finally taking place, policies 
that stand for zero tolerance have been implemented in the 
schools more and more as of recent.  In United States 
schools, the percent of out-of-school suspensions increased 
from 34% in 1999/2000 (U.S. Department of Education, 
2008b) to 41% in 2007/08 (U.S. Department of Education, 
2008a).  The impacts of such disciplinary actions are far be-
yond a mere consequence for an undesired behavior.  Ac-
cording to a 2007 study, a student’s likelihood of dropping 
out of school increases significantly if they have a history of 
suspension (Suh & Suh, 2007).  Currently, many schools turn 
to suspension, or similar punitive consequences, as their 
primary discipline technique.  Schools and staff members 
struggle to find effective proactive techniques.  It is stated in 
the article Student-school bonding and adolescent problem 
behavior, “students who develop positive social bonds with 
their school are more likely to perform well academically, 
and refrain from misconduct and other antisocial behav-
ior” (Simons et al., 1999).  What is something you can do, 
you ask?  Great question! 

Earlier this year, at a Sequoia Middle School in Fresno Uni-
fied School District, a positive and proactive tier two behav-
ioral intervention was implemented. The book, Meaningful 
Work: Changing Student Behavior with School Jobs by Randy 
Sprick was utilized to target students with behavioral chal-
lenges and structure an intervention to meet their basic 
need.  Goals included decreased minor misbehaviors, de-
creased office referrals, increased school connectedness, 
and increased attendance.  A school administrator served as 
the site Meaningful Work Coordinator, who used data to 
choose students, generated job roles and descriptions, and 
recruited job supervisors.  The students who participated in 
the intervention were assigned a job on the school campus 
with specific job duties.  The jobs were geared towards stu-
dents’ particular interests to ensure that the jobs would be 

something they would not only look forward to completing, 
but would provide each student with a sense of purpose 
and belonging.  They were held responsible to perform their 
job duties, had a job supervisor, and were reinforced weekly 
with the schools’ compensatory system.  

Baseline data were collected for eight weeks and the ten 
students with the highest number of office referrals were 
selected to participate in the intervention. Progressive data 
were taken after another eight weeks. It was found that sev-
en out of the ten students had a decrease in office referrals.  

The impact of the positive behavior intervention went well 
beyond office referrals.  The intervention had a positive im-
pact on several students’ grade point averages and attend-
ance. Six of the ten students had an increase in their grade 
point average. Seven of the ten students had an increase in 
their attendance.   

 

Continued on page 10. 
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Tier Two Positive Behavior Supports:  
Meaningful Work in Action!  

By Alicia Alvarado, National University Student  
and FUSD School Psychologist Intern 

Tier Two Positive Behavior Supports:  
Meaningful Work in Action!  

 

By Alicia Alvarado, National University Student  
and FUSD School Psychologist Intern 
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CVA-CASP Workshop Summary:   
Safe and Civil Schools PBIS Framework  

presented by Tricia McKale Sklyes 
By Ashley Trippel 

On April 21, 2016, CVA-CASP hosted Tricia McKale Sklyes, 
who provided a full-day training with emphasis on the Safe 
& Civil Schools PBIS framework.  The morning session fo-
cused on Responding to Misbehavior: Tier I & Tier II inter-
ventions for Students with Challenging Behaviors, while the 
afternoon session focused on Using Data Collection to Col-
laborate with Staff.   
 
Tricia McKale Skyles is an educational consultant with 
Randy’s Sprick’s Safe and Civil Schools and a co-author of 
Coaching Classroom Management. Tricia previously served 
as an Instructional Coach, working extensively with the 
Strategic Instruction Model from the University of Kansas 
and continues as a consultant for Jim Knight’s Instructional 
Coaching Group. A middle school teacher at heart, she now 
resides in Rolla, MO, with her family, when she isn’t flying 
around the country in an aluminum tube. 
 
School psychologists from multiple districts entered the 
venue at to sign in and receive their handouts and re-
sources.  They were also treated to a variety of breakfast 
foods and juices provided by CVA-CASP.  Many psycholo-
gists caught up with colleagues and networked with others 
prior to the training start time.   
 
Participants were introduced to the characteristics of to-
day’s students with challenging behaviors with a compari-
son of Tier I versus Tier II needs students. Drawing on the 
works of Bill Jensen and Randy Sprick, this session focused 
on effective techniques, strategies, and interventions to 
motivate kids who display noncompliant behavior and are 
often disruptive to the learning environment.  Interventions 
specific to working with a highly disruptive student, manag-
ing physically dangerous behavior, and dealing with emo-
tional escalation were concentrated on in detail.  Partici-
pants defined misbehaviors based on behavior excesses 
and behavior deficits.  Tricia then outlined basic techniques 
for responding to students with misbehaviors, targeting 
how we can inadvertently make things worse.  She then 
introduced highly successful strategies, which work in 
settings beyond educational settings.  Participants learned 
how to provide clear, observable, and immediate direc-
tions.  Effective strategies including behavior momentum 

and precision requests were introduced and practiced.  A 
self-assessment tool was then introduced, that aims to as-
sist with what to do if behavioral interventions are not 
working.   
 
Participants were then introduced to the Basic 5 Behavior 
Benchmarks, which are 5 areas that an individual can as-
sess in the classroom setting, which directly impact student 
behavior in the classroom.  Tricia educated the school psy-
chologists, in how to create authentic coaching relationship 
with teachers.  The Basic 5 Observation Form was reviewed 
and participants learned how to effectively utilize the tool 
to capture data, review the data, then generate options 
and interventions.  The training closed with providing 
grounding in how to set goals, plan interventions, monitor, 
review, and revise.   
 
The participants raved about Tricia and the training.  The 
content was applicable to each school psychologist who 
attended, regardless of the grade level they support, or any 
specialty programs they may serve.  We even had addition-
al administrators and school counselors, who were ex-
tremely eager to take their resources and new skills back to 
their school sites.  The relevance of the content paired with 
Tricia’s highly entertaining and at times comical delivery 
style made this training one that our participants were 
highly engaged in and later praised.  Many psychologists 
even requested that CVA-CASP recruit Tricia to come back 
in the Fall to provide more training on topics relevant to 
the Safe & Civil Schools PBIS framework.   
 
 
 
Resources: 
Sprick, R. (2012). Teacher’s encyclopedia of behavior man-
agement: 100+ problems/500+ plans.   
 Eugene, Oregon: Pacific Northwest Publishing. 
 

Garrison, M. & Sprick, R. (2008). Interventions: Evidence-
based behavioral strategies for individual students.  
 Eugene, Oregon: Pacific Northwest Publishing. 
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This year at NASP I attended an excellent workshop on 
Best Practices in Suicide Prevention in Schools. The pre-
senters Richard Lieberman and Scott Poland did a stu-
pendous job covering the topic and engaging the audi-
ence. Although suicide can be a difficult topic to talk 
about, Richard and Scott filled the room with hope by 
equipping everyone with the proper tools to be able 
identify and intervene with students who may be at risk 
of suicide. Specifically they discussed youth suicide risk 
factors, warning signs, and general guidelines of how to 
respond. Unfortunately, there have been alarming in-
creases in youth suicide rates and now more than we, as 
school professionals, need to be well aware of the warn-
ing signs and how to intervene.  
 
Although many of us may not realize it, suicide is the 
third leading cause of death for youth aged 10-24 in the 
United States. In recent years more young people have 
died from suicide that from, cancer, heart disease, HIV/
AIDS, congenital birth defects, and diabetes combined. 
For every young person who dies by suicide, between 
100 to 200 attempt suicide. Males are four times as likely 
to die by suicide as females, although females attempt 
suicide three times as often as males.  
 
In order for us as professionals to intervene, we first 
need to be aware of the risk factors and warning signs 
involved with suicide. Although every student may have 
a different profile, some common risk factors include: 
history of depression or mental illness, family history of 
suicide, isolation, situational crises, hopelessness, impul-
sivity, incarceration, and presence of a firearm or rope. 
Warning signs are observable behaviors that may signal 
the presence of suicidal thinking: suicidal threats, suicide 
notes/plans, prior suicidal behavior, making final ar-
rangements, and changes in behavior appearance, 
thoughts, and/or feelings.  
 

According to the Los Angeles County Youth Suicide Pre-
vention Project, here is what you can do to intervene:  
 Talk to your student about suicide, don’t be afraid 
 Know the risk factors and warning signs of suicide 
 Remain calm 
 Listen without judging 
 Supervise constantly 
 Ask if there is a plan, if so remove means 
 Respond immediately 
 Join the crisis team, you know your student the best  
 
If you would like more information or access to helpful 
resources please visit the Los Angeles County Suicide 
Prevention Project at http://preventsuicide.lacoe.edu 
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NASP 2016 Workshop Review: Best Practices in Suicide 
Prevention in Schools 

 

By Laura Moran, CSUF Student Representative 

http://preventsuicide.lacoe.edu
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CASP Spring Institute 2016– Student Strand  
 

By Lauren Oakley, Fresno Pacific University, Student Representative 

These workshops are developed specifically for school psy-
chology graduate students and interns to help add to their 
knowledge and school psychology experiences. 
 
Thursday, March 31st 
Workshop #1: How to Get a Job as a School Psychologist  
This informative and interactive workshop was led by David 
Weber, lead school psychologist with Clovis Unified School 
District, Andrea Valadez, Director of Special Education with 
Central Unified School District, Katie Rivera, Program Direc-
tor with Monterey Peninsula School District, and CVA-
CASP’s own Elizabeth Echeveste, School Psychologist with 
Fresno County Office of Education and Amy Balmanno, 
School Psychologist with Central Unified School District. 
The panel discussed interviewing techniques and etiquette, 
getting to know the district you are applying for, portfolio 
tips, and how to present your particular skills to an inter-
view panel.  
 

“Be known- by everyone.”  
 Andrea Valadez, Central Unified School District  
 

Workshop #2: Resume Review  
Following the morning workshop, the discussion panel 
offered to review participants’ resume’s and give valuable 
feedback on which improvements can be made to help it-
and you-stand out.  
 

“Let your personality come out.” 
 David Weber, Clovis Unified School District  
 

Job Fair:  
Day one ended with a school psychologist and school psy-

chologist intern job fair in which participants were able to 

“meet and greet” with districts around California. Some 

Districts and Agencies in attendance were:  

DirectEd Educational Services 
Colusa County Office of Education 
Manteca Unified School District  
KIPP Bay Area Schools  
Elk Grove Unified School District  
Mediscan Therapy Services  
Los Angeles Unified School District      
…….and more!  

 

 

 

Friday, April 1st  

Workshop #1: Road Trip- Advocacy for Students at the 

School Site Level 

Tom Sopp, School Psychologist with Long Beach Unified 

School District and the current president elect of CASP led 

an inspiring discussion on how success as a school psy-

chologist can be measured like a road trip- it is about the 

impact of the road trip on the family system, not how much 

was done. He discussed how the Local Control Funding For-

mula (LCFF) can be a meaningful tool in advocating for stu-

dents beginning “bottom up”.  
 

“Think like an Entrepreneur.”  

Tom Sopp, Long Beach Unified School District  
 

Workshop #2: The Emotional Disturbance: Best Practices 

in Interventions and Assessment for Students with Emo-

tional Needs 

This touching and eye-opening discussion, led by Susan 

Mora, BCBA, School Psychologist with Los Angeles Unified 

School District, informed the audience about the “school-to

-prison pipeline”, and how easily it is for us to lose our stu-

dents to the justice system when we do not offer them the 

service they deserve in school.  
 

Workshop #3: Young and Informed: Building Credibility 

for Yourself at Your First Job 

The discussion panel for this workshop was led by CVA-

CASP’s own Amy Balmanno, School Psychologist with Cen-

tral Unified School District and Elizabeth Echeveste, School 

Psychologist with Fresno County Office of Education, with 

special guest LeTasha Cooper, School Psychologist with San 

Bernadino City Unified School District. The panel offered 

their individual experiences as first and second-year School 

Psychologists, offering helpful advice to participants.  
 

“Do not wear down your immune system.”  

Amy Balmanno, Central Unified School District  
 

Workshop #4: Mental Health Matters  

This workshop aimed to shape the thinking of participants 

to understand that at the core of our profession as School 

Psychologists, we are mental health care professionals. Dr. 

Stephen E. Brock, Professor and School Psychology Pro-

gram Coordinator in the College of Education at California 

State University, Sacramento. Dr. Brock discussed the im-

portance of understanding the importance of mental 

health support for students in aiding their school success.  
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Did you make it to CASP Spring Institute? 
 

If you weren’t fortunate enough to make it up to Monterey, California for CASP’s  
Spring Institute, here’s a recap of a few featured workshops: 

CASP SPRING INSTITUTE 2016 WORKSHOP REVIEW: Using 
Dialectical Behavior Therapy (DBT) to address emotional 
problems in adolescents with SED           
By: Hillary Reid – FCOE  
 
As I continue to be challenged to support students with 
intensive SED needs, I have been watching the presence of 
Dialectical Behavior Therapy (DBT) in a school-based deliv-
ery model. As such, I was excited to hear the opportunity 
to learn about DBT at this year’s CASP Spring Institute. Pat-
rick J. Moran, Ph.D. presented a workshop on the theory 
and practice of DBT.  Dr. Moran is a Licensed Clinical Psy-
chologist and a School Psychologist with over 25 years of 
experience. The workshop was extremely informative and 
I am excited to review it for you here.  
 
Dr. Moran started the workshop by discussing brain and 
processing differences in individuals with SED and the rela-
tionship to early trauma.  Individuals with SED have true 
information processing deficits that prevent the functional 
interpretation and decision making. Students with SED 
demonstrate deficits in executive functioning, auditory 
attention, expressive receptive language, attention shift, 
facial expression interpretation, and inhibition. Because of 
these deficits, they may often misinterpret the world 
around them and need support to process the world 
around them. Dr. Moran also explained the etiology and 
neuropsychology of SED. Students with SED have often 
experienced trauma, abuse, and neglect that has shaped 
their behaviors and attitudes. 
 
Next, Dr. Moran began to describe DBT. DBT is appropriate 
for students who have in-tact, average cognitive skills who 
demonstrate emotional disinhibition and emotional 
dysregulation.  It provides interventions linked to the etiol-
ogy and processing deficits of SED. The basis of DBT is the 
acceptance of two truths. One truth coming from the 
“logical mind (or rational/reasonable mind)” and one com-
ing from the “emotional mind”. They both can be true, but 
the best decision may come from taking both truths into 
account and thus using your “wise mind’’ to process life. 
The “logical mind” and “emotional mind” may present op-
posing concepts and DBT helps find the middle ground.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
DBT teaches four core skills through several acronyms and 
lessons: 
 Core Mindfullness 
 Interpersonal Effectiveness 
 Emotional Regulation 
 Distress Tolerance 
 

Within the four core skills, DBT strengthens an individuals’ 
self-awareness, identification of self- needs and wants, 
appropriate assertion of needs and wants, self-efficacy, 
and methods to self-validate experience by using more 
skillful behaviors.   
 
In practice, Dr. Moran explained that he uses small oppor-
tunities and conflicts that come up in session and expands 
them to apply and teach these skills. The teaching of each 
skill is done specifically with a handout where steps and 
concepts are broken down. The goal of teaching skills is to 
reduce vulnerability to negative emotions by teaching dis-
tress tolerance, reduce vulnerability to negative emotions 
by teaching distress tolerance, and increase the frequency 
of positive emotions by increasing self-efficacy. Continual 
coaching on skills and validation of any healthy behavior or 
skill attempt is crucial to build student’s efficacy.  
Dr. Moran concluded the workshop by reviewing the main 
points of DBT and providing resources. Please feel free to 
email me if you would like a copy of the PowerPoint slides 
and mindfulness handouts (hreid@fcoe.org ). 
 
DBT Resources  
DBT Diary Card and Skills Coach Phone App 
The Dialectical Behavior Therapy Skills Workbook by: 
Matthew McKay, Jeffrey C. Wood, Jeffrey Brantley 
 
The Developing Mind  by: Dr. Dan Siegel 
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Recap of the SLD Related Workshops Offered at  
CASP Spring Institute 

 
By Liz Hayashi 

Specific Learning Disabilities continue to be our bread and 
butter of our profession. The Spring Institute offered a 
wide range of workshops on the topic. I attended four 
workshops that were full of information that I know I will 
use in my practice. 
 
A Processing Strengths and Weaknesses Approach to the 
Assessment of African American Students’ Cognitive Pro-
cesses was presented by James Hiromoto. His main asser-
tion was that no standardized cognitive testing is appropri-
ate for African American students. He even stated that 
using assessment tools like the WRAML to estimate an IQ 
is not appropriate because they are not designed for this 
and are therefor not valid. He stressed that an assessment 
is a RIOT not a TRIO. RIOT stands for Record review, Inter-
views, Observations, and lastly Testing. Whereas TRIO 
places testing first. Dr. Hiromoto proposed assessing a 
child’s cognitive abilities by playing board games with 
them. He provided a long list of games and the various 
cognitive abilities that were involved in playing those 
games. I found this interesting but like most of the 
attendees felt this methodology was fraught with con-
founding issues. None the less t is always interesting to 
hear new ideas. 
 
Use of the WJ IV to Diagnose Dyslexia was presented by 
Dr. Nancy Mather. Dr. Mather started off by defining dys-
lexia as a specific learning disability that is characterized 
be difficulties with accurate and fluent word recognition 
and by poor spelling and decoding abilities.  
 
Many people believe that dyslexia is a function of poor 
phonological processing but there is far more to it. She 
identified the following cognitive and linguistic correlates 
of dyslexia:  
 Attention 
 Phonological Awareness 
 Orthographic Awareness 
 Processing Speed 
 Working Memory 
 Cognitive Efficiency 
 Rapid Automatized Naming 
 
 

A student can have a weakness in one or many of these 
areas to be considered dyslexic.  
 
Interventions should be based on the area of weakness 
identified on the Achievement assessment and the identi-
fied cognitive processing weaknesses that are associated 
with them. For example if poor spelling is coupled with 
poor orthographic awareness then an intervention tar-
geting the learning of irregular words would be an option 
to remediate this deficit. 
 
The Woodcock Johnson people have designed a table that 
can be seen in their Assessment Service Bulletin #6 on 
page 8 that allows you to plug in scores in the various cog-
nitive processes associated with the academic weakness to 
determine if a pattern consistent with dyslexia is present. 
This table could be modified to fit with the assessment 
measures you already use if you don’t use the WJ IV as-
sessments. I personally have used the WJ assessments and 
this table to assess students with suspected dyslexia and 
have found it very helpful. 
 
The Neuropsychology of Reading Disorders: An Introduc-
tion to the FAR was presented by Dr. Steven G. Feifer. Dr. 
Feifer went in to great detail regarding the neurological 
basis of dyslexia and the identifiable difference that can be 
found in dyslexics’ brains and the changes that can be 
made in the brain when appropriate interventions are 
used. He talked abot the difference in interventions that 
are used for children based on their age. Children 12 and 
younger “normalize” or remediate and older children 
“strategize” or compensate for their deficits. He identified 
four types of reading disabilities: dysphonetic dyslexia
(phonological processing), surface dyslexia (orthographic), 
mixed dyslexia (both phonological and orthographic), and 
reading comprehension. 
 
Dr. Feifer introduced the FAR, Feifer Assessment of Read-
ing. The FAR is a neurodevelopmental assessment of read-
ing that is used for people aged 4-21. This 15 subtest 
battery diagnosis all f types of reading disabilities and in-
cludes a dyslexia screener. The information derived from 
this assessment can be used to inform intervention. 

Continued on page 10.  
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Continued from page 9. 

Executive Functions Assessment and Interventions was 
presented by Dr. Milton Dehn. He succinctly described the 
executive functions as the “purposeful, organized, strate-
gic, self-regulated, goal-directed processing of emotions, 
thoughts, and actions.” Dr. Dehn explained the neurologi-
cal basis of Executive Functions that are controlled by the 
frontal lobe. He stresses that EF is not a thing in the brain 
or one function but rather the conductor that collaborates 
with the processes. 
 
Dr. Dehn introduced the MEFS or McCloskey Executive 
Functions Scale. This rater is designed to identify strengths 
and weakness in Executive Functioning. It can be used for 
people aged 5-19 and takes less than 15 minutes to com-
plete. Validity studies with the BRIEF and NEPSY II show 
high correlation. He explained that it was normed with an 
sample that included children diagnosed with autism and 
ADHD. While developing this assessment the researchers 
found differences between the genders regarding their 
development of EFs. They also found correlations between 
poor EFs and poor academic performance. 
Dr. Dehn finished the workshop by discussing interven-
tions for EF deficits. He mentioned that there is little evi-
dence based literature on the subject. He suggested the 
following interventions: 
1. Modeling effective EF use. 
2. Focus on making the child aware of the EFs needed to 

accomplish a task. 
3. Begin with external controls when there are directive 

EF deficits. 
4. Teach specific executive functions as skill routines. 
5. Study skills training. 
6. Social skills training. 
7. Metacognitive awareness. 
8. Cognitive Behavioral Therapy. 
9. Explicit teaching of problem solving. 
 
This very informative workshop helped me to better un-
derstand the role of EF in our students that struggle de-
spite having average cognitive processing skills. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Continued from page 4. 
An eighth grade male student at Sequoia Middle School 
has been the Administrative/Office Assistant for the cur-
rent school year.  He was chosen for this role based on his 
history of misbehavior incidents across school settings and 
reported low school connectedness.  He has also been 
placed in multiple foster homes this year.  The Meaningful 
Work coordinator felt that he would thrive if offered a job 
that provided him multiple interactions with adults and a 
sense of accomplishment in completing tasks that positive-
ly impact his school.  When asked about the intervention, 
the student stated, “It made me see the people that are 
teachers and office staff differently.  I liked seeing them 
happy when I do things and help out the school.  I looked 
forward to seeing Ms. Trippel [School Psychologist and 
Safe & Civil Team member] and Mr. Perez [School Adminis-
trator and Safe & Civil Team Co-chair].” 

Mr. Perez, the Meaningful Work Coordinator and site ad-
ministrator report the following when asked about the 
intervention: “It provides the structures to be intentional 
about positive interactions with students who are not nor-
mally targeted within a PBIS framework.  Meaningful Work 
provides time and space for relationships to grow the 
teachers, staff, and students within the tasks and jobs stu-
dents are completing each day/week.  It’s not just about 
the task or job, it is about giving kids a positive role in the 
community here at Sequoia.”  Mr. Perez and his Safe & 
Civil Schools site team look forward to continuing the tier 
two intervention after piloting it this year.  They plan to 
expand the intervention and have already proactively re-
cruited more Meaningful Work Supervisors for next year.  
They have even created a Meaningful Work Payroll mem-
ber who will be responsible for student compensation.  If 
you are looking for a structured, proactive, positive tier 
two intervention that has a large impact and helps meet 
students’ basic needs, Meaningful Work is for you!  



President’s Address  continued from page 1. 

In January, Hillary Reid (President Elect), Amy Balmanno 
(Region III Representative), and I attended the CASP affili-
ate day in Sacramento, California.  Affiliates from all ten 
CASP regions were invited to take part in this two-day 
event.  We were pleased to hear that in relation to many 
affiliates, CVA-CASP is excelling in their efforts provide lo-
cal school psychologists with a functioning board, social 
events, and high quality trainings.  We were also allotted 
the opportunity to provide resources and educate our 
State Delegates on how vital school psychologists are, with 
the hope that they will advocate for more school psycholo-
gists in the school setting to provide supports under the 
MTSS framework to the six million plus school-aged stu-
dent in California.   

CVA-CASP has hosted three psychologist socials.  Each so-
cial has been full of laughter, networking, collaboration, 
and reminiscing.    

A task force of executive members revised the CVA-CASP 
Bylaws, which were most recently adopted in the late 
1970s.  The CVA-CASP board adopted the new bylaws in 
February, which included revisions and additions to the 
duties of elected officers, appointed officers, and universi-
ty representatives.  The current, adopted bylaws cover the 
following articles: name, purpose, membership, member-
ship dues, officers, executive board, meetings, commit-
tees, election of new officers, office vacancy, and amend-
ments to the bylaws.   

As I transition into the role of Past President, I would like 
to CONGRATULATE Hillary Reid, who will transition from 
President Elect, to Current President for the 2016-17 
membership year.  Hillary has been an essential part of 
this year and the work of CVA-CASP would not have hap-
pened without her dedication to the affiliate.  Thank you 
for everything you have done, I could not have asked for a 
better President Elect.  With that said, Hillary and I would 
like to welcome Deeds Gill, who will transition from Mem-
bership Recruitment Chair to President Elect for the 2016-
17 membership year!  2016-17 is already suiting up to be 
one for the books!  

I want to say thank you to everyone who has been a part 

of the affiliate this year, from the board, to trainers, to 

volunteers, to those who continue to attend the socials!  

The field of school psychology is remarkable because of 

people like all of you and I am honored to be a part of it!  

 

 

Ashley and Hillary at the CASP Affiliate Day in Sacramento (in the 
Capitol)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CVA-CASP Member Appointed to  

Dyslexia Committee Formed by the 
California Department of Education 

 
CVA-CASP Region III Representative Amy Balmanno was 
appointed to the Dyslexia Guidelines Work Group, the CDE 
group that is developing program guidelines so parents, 
teachers and administrators may identify and assess dys-
lexia, as called for under legislation signed by Gov. Jerry 
Brown last year. Balmanno was also a member of a CASP 
ad hoc committee, chaired by Dr. Catherine Christo, pro-
fessor emeritus of California State University, Sacramento, 
that developed a position paper on dyslexia and the legis-
lation (known as the Frazier bill, or AB 1369).  

To read and/or download a copy of that CASP position pa-
per, click the link-  http://www.casponline.org/pdfs/
position-papers/ Dyslexia%20%28Frazier%20bill%29%20 
Position%20Paper.pdf  
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Benefits of CVA-CASP 
Membership: 

 

 Opportunities for Pro-
fessional Development 

 Local Workshop Discounts 
 Earn NCSP Hours 
 CVA-CASP Newsletter       

Subscription 
 Notification of Local and 

Statewide Events 
 Professional Networking 

Purpose of CVA-CASP 
 To promote and advance quality education through 

the dissemination of information on educational is-
sues and psychological research 

 To provide guidance to CASP on matters of interest 
to CVA-CASP members 

 To provide a meaningful and effective in-service edu-
cation program for the membership and other local 
school psychologists 

 To provide channels through which those engaged in 
psychological services can discuss matters pertain-
ing to the organization and administration of pupil 
services and the improvement of professional prac-
tice 

 To promote and adhere to the highest standards of 
ethics and best practices in the profession of school 
psychology 

 To build a network of local resources 

 
Name:  ___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
District/Employment:  ________________________________________________________________ 
 
Home Email:  ______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Work Email:  _______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Phone Number(s):  ____________________________  ______________________________ 
         Check a box    Home        Work Cell              Home Work  Cell 
 
CASP Member:     Yes     No  NASP Member:     Yes     No 
 
Type of Membership 
 
 Employed School Psychologist - $20  Student - $10 ______________________ 
             (University Program)  
 
 Retired - $15     Other - $20 ________________________ 
               (Title/Profession) 
 

         
Date:  ____________________________ 

 
 

***Membership is valid for one school year*** 

CVA-CASP Membership Registration 

Checks can be made payable to:  CVA-CASP 
Please mail this form and membership fee to: 

Teague Elementary School; Attn:  Simon Villalobos; 4725 N. Polk Avenue  Fresno, CA 93722  


